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Enrichment embraces a wealth of opportunities which take place within 
lessons as well as our excellent range of activities students can join in with 
outside of lessons.

Enrichment is designed to extend and develop both you as a student and enhance the classroom 
learning that you exerience at Bexhill College, in the hope and expectation that you can move 
forward as capable, resourceful and equiring individuals.

There are many enrichment opportunities at College. You can:
• Join activities such as team sports, drama and music productions.
• Take part in College organised events and visits such as the Ski Trip and Theatre trips.
• Add extra short qualifications to your programme in areas such as new languages, first aid or 

sports leadership.
• Build in a work placement or work experience if it is not already part of your course.

All courses will add their own special enrichment activities to make the subject more stimulating and 
rewarding. These vary from revision and study events, to language exchanges, and visits to places 
such as Spain, New York and France.

Enrichment is compulsory for all A level students for one term of their programme, after which 
students can chose if they continue to attend. However, some enrichments such as the College 
musical is a commitment for the year. Students on full time vocational courses undertake enrichment 
within their programme but they are welcome to join cross college enrichment if they wish.

WHAT IS 
ENRICHMENT?
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Medic & Vet Support Sessions
For those students interested in a career in medicine, dentistry or veterinary this 
session will support you in preparing for the admissions tests, applications, and 
interviews.

Monday 1:00pm - 2:00pm

Football Academy - Men’s
Men’s football academy in association with Chelsea Football Club Foundation and 

Eastbourne Borough Football Club offer excellent coaching with UEFA level coaches 
in every session and playing opportunities for players in the local area. Academy 

consists of three teams selected on ability levels with trials taking place in Spring 
time. Opportunities to train and play at Stamford bridge with Chelsea Scouts at every 

fixture

Monday 2:05pm - 4:15pm & Wednesday 11:20am - 4:15pm

NOTE: Sports Academy Students - If you have applied and been offered a place on an 
academy, these sessions will appear on your timetable. This will be your enrichment.
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Badminton Club
Badminton sessions at Bexhill College provide something for all experience levels. 
If you are new to the sport, you’ll pick up the basic skills and shots, while becoming 
familiar with the rules of both singles and doubles play. Current badminton players 
are encouraged to advance their game and take on different challenges. All 
participants will be considered for the College badminton squad (male & female) to 
compete in various friendly and competitive fixtures and tournaments. In sessions, 
participants can play competitively, relaxed, singles or doubles.

Monday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

College Gym
The College Gym is open to all students every day. The gym has a wide range of state 
of the art equipment and is suitable for all levels of ability. Students must have a gym 

induction before they can use the facilities. 

Monday 3:15pm - 4:15pm
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 3:15pm - 4:45pm

Wednesday 2:15 - 4:45pm

Women Only Gym Sessions
This timeslot is allocatedto a women only session. Students must have a gym 
induction before they can use the facilities

Monday 4:20 - 5:20pm
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Table Tennis
A much-loved and inclusive game, table tennis sessions at college are a great way 
to let off some steam and have fun. The sessions have a relaxed atmosphere where 
you can challenge your friends, as well as gain tips to improve your game. There are 
opportunities to play in local and regional tournaments and fixtures throughout the 
year.
 

Monday 4:20pm - 5:20pm

Volleyball Club
Volleyball is an extremely popular sport and is growing year on year. Develop your 

skills with a qualified coach. Our Volleyball team has had significant success at 
National Championships over the years!

Monday 4:20pm - 5:20pm

Basketball Club
Basketball is another fast-growing game at Bexhill College. Join in these sessions to 
get a slice of the action! The College coach is on hand to provide skill development 
and tips for those that want it, while plenty of game time is guaranteed. If you 
just like shooting some hoops, then these sessions are for you. Students will also be 
given the opportunity to set up a cross-college league, to provide more structured 
competition if you want it.

Monday 4:20pm - 5:20pm
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Swimming Academy and Club
Bexhill College has access to a good quality neighbouring 25 metre swimming pool 

every Tuesday morning. From 7.30am – 8.30am. This is used by the College Swimming 
Academy, however there is a free lane for those wishing to progress their swimming 

ability and stamina with some early morning lengths. There is a qualified swimming 
coach present to offer tips and advice, and this is a brilliant way to start the day. 

Tuesday & Thursday 7:30am - 8:30am 

Hairdressing
Would you like to learn some creative hairdressing  techniques, the session will enable 
you to experiment with the tuition heads to learn hair up, styling and how to dress 
hair.
 

Tuesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Athletics Club
Participate in our athletics club with opportunities to compete in regional and 

national championships. Previous College Teams have won medals at both regional 
and national level, also winning gold in the Asocciation of Colleges Cross Country race 

helping us win gold overall in the South East team Athletics club.

Tuesday 2:05pm - 3:15pm
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5-a-side Football
This is an easy way to play some football at College, without the prep and 
commitment required for 11-a-side competition. Elements of Futsal are introduced 
to these relaxed sessions, where the emphasis is on turning up, having a game and a 
laugh. This session is open to all.

Tuesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm & Thursday 12:00pm - 2:00pm

Bexhill College Book Club
Enjoy discussing your favourite books with other bookworms. Share new books 

you have read and make recommendations. We choose a book to read together to 
appraise and discuss. Everyone is welcome, no matter what they like to read. We 

meet every week. Plus, we have weekly book challenges which we discuss on Microsoft 
TEAMs!

Tuesday 4:20pm - 5:20pm

Latin for Beginners
Salve! Do you want to meet a real-life Roman family, get to learn about their daily 
life, and learn to read basic Latin? 

Our Latin for Beginners Club will be a great opportunity to learn handy phrases, 
questions, and vocabulary, whilst learning about Roman culture along the way.

Tuesday 4:20pm - 5:20pm
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Football Academy - Women’s
Women’s football academy in association with Chelsea Football Club Foundation 

offers excellent coaching with UEFA-level coaches in every session and playing 
opportunities for players in the local area. Academy consists of players selected on 

ability levels through trials. Opportunities to train and play at Stamford Bridge with 
Chelsea Scouts at every fixture. Players of all abilities are welcomed with no previous 

playing experience required.

Wednesday 11:20am - 2:00pm & Friday 2:05pm - 4:15pm

NOTE: Sports Academy Students - If you have applied and been offered a place on an 
academy, these sessions will appear on your timetable. This will be your enrichment.

Equestrian Team
Train with a UKCC L2 qualified coach and represent the College at NSEA events 
including show jumping and arena eventing on your own horse or borrowed horse.

Wednesday 12:00pm - 1:00pm 

Bexhill College Meeples
Enjoy a good board game? How about tabletop miniatures? Let’s face it, society has 
moved on and these things are socially acceptable now, dare I even say…cool? Well, 

they are definitely fun! 

So, if you’re looking for a group of like-minded players of board games, Warhammer, 
Magic the Gathering and much more, then look no further. 

Wednesday 2:05 - 3:05pm
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Hidden History Club
Have you ever asked yourself questions like: “What’s the strangest job title in history? 
Who was the worst Roman emperor? What’s the weirdest museum?” – then the 
Hidden History Club can help you!

From the weird to the wonderful, we discuss THOSE bits of history that you won’t 
cover in lessons

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Thread Heads
Do you enjoy sewing and knitting? This is a relaxed enrichment when you can enjoy 

this hobby.  

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:pm

Health & Social Care Academy
An opportunity for students to explore and understand careers in the Health and 
Social care field. This enrichment provides students with  a chance to meet and talk 
to industry specialists to find out about their professions, giving you an insight to the 
skills and qualities needed for jobs in health and social care. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Climbing
The climbing sessions are suitable for beginners and more experienced climbers 

alike. The climbing wall is located in the College Sports Centre and provides a good 
challenge for all. This enrichment is great fun, and you may find yourself getting 

competitive!

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Tennis Club
Want to improve your tennis skills? Or just want to learn more about the game and 
pick up the basic skills? Tennis sessions at college are all-inclusive, and a qualified 
coach will be on hand to provide support and tips when required. Sessions take place 
on-site using the tennis courts. If group sessions are not for you, the tennis courts are 
open to students every lunchtime (and other times during the week when available) – 
you can get a couple of friends together, borrow a racket & ball each and go and have 
a game.

Wednesday 2:05 - 3:05pm

Young Film Programmers
The Young Film Programmers is funded and supported by the BFI and gives students 

the opportunity to program films for exhibition to the public at the Izzard Theatre. 
Every month you get the opportunity to select, market and exhibit a film of your 

choice to the public.

Open to all but sometimes mandatory for A Level Film students.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Esports Championship
eSports enrichment allows students to get involved in playing online competitive 
games in our eSports suite. Students will also have the chance to qualify and compete 
in the British eSports championships. 

We are also running the competitive eSports enrichment for eSports students 
alongside the eSports Practice enrichment for all college students. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Dance Company
Have a passion for dance?  Want to learn more contemporary dance and gain 

confidence in performing or do you already have advanced dance skills and want to 
work with others to challenge yourself? Then this is the enrichment for you… 

You will have the opportunity to participate in workshops with professional dance 
companies as well as performing both in the Izzard Theatre and in venues in the local 

area. Students on A Level Dance, Year1/Year 2 and FD Dance Year1/Year 2 have this 
enrichment on their timetables.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Musical Theatre Company
The college stages a yearly full-scale musical with professional production quality. 
Get a starring role, be part of the chorus or the production team. This enrichment 
is great for students who love all aspects or performing and theatre production, as 
well as being part of a lively, creative team. Students on L2 Performing Arts and L3 
Extended Diploma Performing Arts have this enrichment on their timetable.
 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Dance Company
Have a passion for dance?  Want to learn more contemporary dance and gain 
confidence in performing or do you already have advanced dance skills and want to 
work with others to challenge yourself? Then this is the enrichment for you… 

You will have the opportunity to participate in workshops with professional dance 
companies as well as performing both in the Izzard Theatre and in venues in the local 
area. Students on A Level Dance, Year1/Year 2 and FD Dance Year1/Year 2 have this 
enrichment on their timetables.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Musical Theatre Company
The college stages a yearly full-scale musical with professional production quality. 
Get a starring role, be part of the chorus or the production team. This enrichment 

is great for students who love all aspects or performing and theatre production, as 
well as being part of a lively, creative team. Students on L2 Performing Arts and L3 

Extended Diploma Performing Arts have this enrichment on their timetable.
 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 4:15pm

Music Theory
This will cover all the fundamentals of music theory, providing you with the 
vocabulary and skills needed to analyse rhythm, intervals, tonality, structure, and 
instrumentation. Looking at a wide range of styles and genres, it will deepen your 
understanding of music, supporting your practical and academic studies on the 
course. Students on L2 Music and L3 Extended Diploma Music have this enrichment 
on their timetables. Students on L3 Music Ext Cert and L3 Music Production FD are 
encouraged to join.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Employability
This enrichment develops the skills you need for employment. You will also learn how 

to present your skills effectively on a CV and how to write a strong covering letter. 
This enrichment will be useful if you are considering applying for jobs at the end of 

the year or if you are looking for part time work. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Theatre Company
You will be involved in a variety of workshops exploring a range of performance styles 
and eras with the opportunity to perform extracts of this work in an end of year 
showcase performance. It is a great opportunity for students wishing to develop their 
acting skills and overall understanding of theatre. Student on L3 Acting have this 
enrichment on their timetables. Students on A-level Drama and Theatre Studies are 
encouraged to join.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
 

STEM Girls
Encouraging and supporting girls in STEM subjects. Working with local schools to 

encourage more girls to persue STEM courses and careers.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Strategy Board Games Club
Fed up with Monopoly and Cluedo? Come along to play a variety of modern board 
games where careful strategy is the key to victory. Our library of games includes 
7 Wonders, Quoridor, Wingspan, Small World, Splendor, Azul, and many more. No 
previous experience required, and all are welcome.
 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Chess Club
Improve your chess moves and compete against other students in a friendly 

environment. Chess Club is run by one of Hastings’ finest chess players and suitable 
for all ability levels, from total beginner to grand master. All equipment provided – 

just turn up and play!

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Youth Parliament Debating & Mooting
This enrichment will develop skills and experiences that equip students to progress 
through a number of internal and external competitions building experience to better 
prepare for a career in law, politics/ civil service.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Enterprise
This enrichment will develop your business skills through a series of enterprise 

projects and skills development.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Cooking on a Budget
Do you enjoy cooking or do you need to develop the skills to be able to cater for 

yourself, perhaps at University or when you leave home? This enrichment will help 
you to develop your cooking skills making a variety of dishes on a budget. You will 

have the opportunity to make savoury dishes which will help prepare you for later life.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

French for Fun
Do you enjoy travelling or do you want to work in the travel industry? Many students 
may want to have a year out or work abroad for a while. You will gain the highest 
level of respect and the warmest reception from locals if you can say a few basic 
phrases in their language.

You will learn greetings, asking personal details and answering, talking about your 
family, giving, and asking for directions, understanding prices and how much things 
cost, and many more!

No previous knowledge of the language is required, the class will be full of activities, 
fun and entertaining.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Insights
A space for students of colour to share experiences and offer support to others. 
Students will have the opportunity to contribute to tutorial resources and cultural 
events in the college calendar, these could include festivals or other extra-curricular 
activities. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
 

Criminology Debates
An opportunity to debate some interesting crime situations and decide if you think 

the outcome was right or wrong. No Topic is off limits.  The Criminology debate club 
is an open forum to discuss issues and current ‘hot topics’ in a safe, inclusive, and 

controlled environment. This enrichment is a chance to develop your critical thinking 
skills, raise your awareness of topical issues in Criminology and meet new people.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Travelling for Fun
Interested in travelling after your post 16 students? Thinking of a gap year? This 
enrichment will introduce you to opportunities available for a gap year and cover 
places you may wish to go. Find out about Volunteer Programmes, working holiday 
packages and adventure tours. Come and explore the world with us there are 
unlimited opportunities.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Latin America and Its Culture
An opportunity to explore the culture and lifestyle of Latin America coupled with an 

opportunity to learn a little Spanish. The people of Latin America are known to be 
some of the most hospitable and welcoming in the world as this enrichment will be.  

Come and join us!
 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Trivia Quiz
Do you enjoy quizzes? This enrichment involves an opportunity to take part in a wide 
range of trivia quizzes. Pitch your wits against each other, to test your knowledge in a 
variety of fun and interesting topics. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Environmental Group
Are you interested in environmental issues and actions which can be taken to improve 

our carbon footprint. This enrichment will cover these issues and encourage active 
participation in raising awareness in key local issues. There will be opportunities to 

get involved in beach clean up and other local activities.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Language and Linguistics
 All things language and linguistics – sessions will follow student interests but could 
include:
• some fun basic language learning
• learning about ancient/historical languages
• looking at the origins of different words and how words might come into use 

through social media
• debating topics in linguistics e.g. do animals have language? 

This enrichment would be of interest to all students but particularly those studying 
languages or English. 

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
 

Psychology Club
Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and behaviour, join us and become 

actively involved in exploring key psychology issues and how these relate to many 
different professions.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm

Create Your Own Podcast
Join the Bexhill College Podcasters enrichment to learn how to produce a successful 
podcast using a range of production and post-production techniques. You will explore 
the qualities of a professional podcast by analysing the audio techniques used in the 
industry. You will also examine the importance of marketing and the role this plays in 
targeting audiences.
You will participate in a range of activities which will equip you with the skills to 
produce and edit a podcast. You will learn how to use Adobe Audition and in doing so 
will develop proficient editing skills. You will then work collaboratively to produce and 
market a podcast which will be released on a termly basis.

Wednesday 2:05pm - 3:05pm
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Debating Club - Virtual & Live
Have you always wanted to discuss and debate political, social, economic, historical, 

philosophical, ethical... (the list goes on!) matters that are really important to you and 
the current time? Then this is the club for you! 

The debate club is an open forum to discuss issues and current ‘hot topics’ in a safe, 
inclusive and controlled environment. This enrichment is a chance to develop your 
critical thinking skills, raise your awareness of topical issues and meet new people.

Wednesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm
 

Duke of Edinburgh Award
The Duke of Edinburgh is all about going the extra mile. You will gain new skills, 
push yourself physically and help others. It helps you stand out from the crowd at 
interviews for jobs and university. Awards at Bronze, Silver and Gold level.

Wednesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm

Netball Academy
Participate in our netball academy competing in regional and national 

championships. The academy competes in the 1st division of the Sussex U19 School’s 
league yearly. 

Wednesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm
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Band Practice
This enrichment gives you the opportunity to network and collaborate with other 
musicians. Create, rehearse, record, and perform using our fantastic facilities. If music 
production is your thing, you can come along and find out how to use Studio 1 to 
create your own tracks. Students on L2 Music and L3 Extended Diploma Music have 
this enrichment on their timetables. Students on L3 Music Ext Cert and L3 Music 
Production FD are encouraged to join.

Wednesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm

Bexclusive College Magazine
Bexhill College’s ‘Bexclusive’ magazine is produced by students, for students. 

Whether your interests lie in design and writing, or on the production side, this 
magazine will give you excellent opportunities to share and develop your talent. 

If a career in journalism, graphic design, photography, humanities, or politics is your 
ambition, the magazine will offer excellent chances to develop your portfolio and 

enrich your personal statement. 

The magazine will give every participant the chance to meet new people, work as part 
of a team and to see your work on display both digitally and in print.

The magazine has won national awards for its design and its content for the last two 
years running.

Wednesday 3:15pm - 4:15pm

Cricket Club
Enjoy playing cricket? Come along to some sessions at Bexhill College! Run by 
qualified coaches, these sessions are often combined with the College academy 
sessions, and use the good College net facilities, as well as various other drills and 
indoor games. This is an excellent way to develop your skills, or to return to a game 
you may not have played for a while. You also have the opportunity to represent 
college at the British Colleges regionals.
 
 

Thursday 4:35pm - 5:30pm
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Esports Practice
eSports enrichment allows students to get involved in playing online competitive 

games in our eSports suite. Students will also have the chance to qualify and compete 
in the British eSports championships.

Friday 10:15am - 11:15am
 

Christian Union
The College’s Christian Union meets on a weekly basis. We discuss a variety of issues 
relating to faith and life! All faiths welcome.

Timing to be confirmed.

Volunteering
Spend two hours a week voolunteering locally or in College. This will look excellent 
on your CV. Opportunities in College include volunteering in the LRC or Marketing. 

Outside of College, you can volunteer in any area of your choice. 

Timing to be confirmed.
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YOUR TIME,
YOUR
ENRICHMENT
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Important Notice: Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this booklet is accurate at the time of 

publishing.
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